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Try the new NHS App
If you’re a patient at our practice you can now
use the new NHS App, a simple and secure way
to access a range of NHS services on your
smartphone or tablet.
You can use the NHS App to check your
symptoms and get instant advice, book appointments, order repeat
prescriptions, view your GP medical record and more.
If you already use the online service via the practice website, you can continue
to use it. You can use the NHS App as well.

for more information go to www.nhs.uk/nhsapp

Jennifer, our amazing Reception Team
Leader retires after 30 years
When I first started work at the surgery some 30 years ago there
were just three Doctors Dr Gartner, Dr Reynolds and Dr Rishworth.
We were situated in a small space upstairs at Billingham Health
Centre, there were no computers, appointments were written in a
large appointments book and all the prescriptions had to be hand written, imagine
the time that took!
There were big carousels in the small office we occupied for the patients A4 records
which we retrieved for each surgery and put away again at the end of surgery. All
letters and results had to filed into the records.
The staff consisted of a Practice Manager, secretary, two nurses and five reception
staff. How times have changed!
The biggest change has to be computerisation; paper records are now obsolete as is
the large appointments book. With a click of a button we can quickly retrieve all the
information we need, (unless the computer is having an off day and is just whirling
round and round).
The number of staff has increased considerably as have the number of patients the
practice is responsible for. We now have six GPs, at least one GP Registrar at any
time, two Nurse Practitioners, two Nurses a Health Care Assistant as well as a
Reception Team of nine, Admin Team of five and the person who makes it all work
Nicky our Practice Manager.
There is also a number of attached staff, phlebotomists, counsellors an osteopath and
not forgetting the cleaners.
As I approach my retirement I often reflect on all the lovely patients I have known
over the years, it has been a pleasure to know and have known them. It has also an
enormous pleasure to be part of the team at Kingsway Medical Centre it is a great
place to work the doctors are all fantastic as are all of my colleagues.
I shall miss everyone, but I look forward to retirement, doing all the things you don’t
have time to do when you are working, I’ll be able to spend more time with my
grandchildren and travel much more. I will be free to do whatever I choose to do
when I wake up each morning. Wonderful!! Best wishes to you all.

Bowel screening
Caroline and Kendra, our Cancer Screening Champions have been raising awareness
of bowel screening for patients over the age of 60. They have asked a patient to
write about her experience of the screening.

This is her story …………………….
As I recently turned sixty, I received an invitation to take part in routine screening for
bowel cancer. Not one of my best birthday gifts, and one I must admit I put off
opening for a while!
The screening kit arrived in a discreet envelope through the post and contained
detailed, easy to follow instructions on how to use it. I know it’s not a pleasant
thought, but honestly it wasn’t difficult to get the samples and complete the
screening kit. It’s all sealed up when it’s done and you send it off in the post. The
results come back quickly and the big surprise is how reassured you feel knowing
there is nothing to worry about.
I get to repeat the screening every 2 years so I know bowel cancer is less likely to
creep up on me.

Ear Irrigation
Due to the increasing demands for GP and Nurse appointments, we no longer routinely
offer ear irrigation appointments. Ear irrigation is not without risk and often not required
if the ears have been treated with olive oil.
Advice is available below on using ear drops.

Have you changed address or phone
number recently?
Please ask reception for a form to
update your contact details


